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Seinfeld.  For more than 33 million viewers, the Emmy Award-winning television show has 
become a Thursday night ritual.  Even though the show has ended,  Jerry Seinfeld's distinct 
brand of humor can still be yours.  

In his #1 New York Times bestselling book, SeinLanguage, Jerry Seinfeld has captured on 
the page his views on topics ranging from Raisinettes to relationships, from childhood to 
cop shows, and from parents to power suits.  This must-have book for all fans--and who 
isn't a fan?--remains available in both paperback and hardcover.
Seinlanguage could easily be subtitled The World According to Jerry. First published in 
1993, when Seinfeld the sitcom was establishing itself as the funniest half-hour on television, 
this is a collection of Jerry's musings on everything from relationships to shushing in movie 
theatres. Observational comedy may have reached epidemic proportions recently, but 
Jerry Seinfeld was, and is, the master of his domain. 
 "I will never understand why they cook on TV. I can't smell it. Can't eat it. Can't taste it. The 
end of the show they hold it up to the camera, 'Well, here it is. You can't have any. Thanks 
for watching. Goodbye.'"

 Eons hence, scholars may ponder the mysteries of this book in the same way that they 
now ponder the fragments of Heraclitus. Until then, Seinlanguage will continue to provide 
guaranteed chuckles in a neat and tidy package. Kind of like Jerry himself. --Simon Leake
Jerry Seinfeld whose distinct observations about life have become the essence of the top-
rated and critically acclaimed Seinfeld television series, brings to his book the hilarious 
perspectives and classical material that have become a Thursday night viewing ritual for 
millions of Americans. Captured on book page are everything from Jerry's view on topics 
ranging from Raisinettes to relationships, from childhood to cop shows, from parents to 
power suits.
Other Books
Dictionary of the English and German Languages, 
�����. Insectensammler , m . gatherer or collector of insects . Insectensammlung , f . 
cabinet or tendent , surveyor . Insgeheim . ... -eu ) in-  Insurgent  ,  collection  of insects . 
Inspiciren , v . a . to inspect , to Integralrechnung , f ."
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